1. Meeting called to order at 2:04 p.m. at the Butte Public Archives.
2. Roll call sign in sheet:
3. Oral Interviews for the Assistant Chief/ Fire Prevention were conducted:
   Kurt Sheehan – Presentation binders reviewed by Fire Commission
   Dan Boyle
   Zach Osborn – Presentation binders reviewed by Fire Commission
   Kelly Lee
4. Beth Wurm collected all Written and Oral scoring from the Fire Commission and tallied end results.
5. Beth Wurm informed Fire Commission of results
6. Fire Commission reviewed changes of the Chapter 2.16 Fire Department, Butte – Silver Bow Municipal Code with Shane Worley
7. Steve McArthur motioned to adapt changes to the Chapter 2.16 Fire Department, BSB Municipal Code and John Amtmann second the motion, all were in favor of the changes.
8. Meeting Adjourned at 6:02 p.m.